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Machinery
Machinery
Stretch Safe Machine
Kite’s stretch safe system is a manual mobile wrapping
system, designed to wrap any pallet under 2 metres
in height.

Traditional hand pallet
wrapping is the cause of
poor body mechanics

Walking backwards
increases the risk of a trip
hazard

Only requires 600mm of space around the pallet.
40% time saving compared to the traditional method of
hand wrapping.

Issues with
Traditional
Hand
Stretch Wrap

Roping device to ensure maximum load stability.
Ensures pallets are uniformly wrapped and less film is
wasted.

Pallet Wrap Machines
Kite offer a wide range of pallet wrap machines
to suit both low and high volume operations.
Increase efficiency in your operation by wrapping
pallets in seconds.
Secure

Transport

Load securing not only effectively
prevents goods from falling onto roads
causing danger to others, it also saves
businesses money by ensuring that
the goods arrive at their destination
undamaged.

There are many risks associated with
loading and unloading vehicles as
well as goods moving during transit.
Having the correct packaging solution
is essential to avoid workplace injuries
and damage to items.

Badly wrapped pallets will result
in pallets collapsing during
transit or on an operator

Bending while stretching the
film puts 50% more stress
through the back

Kite’s latest patented solution

5x5 System
Used to apply hand stretch film
around pallets just like a machine.

Strapping Machines
Strapping machines for both low and high volume
operations.
Consistent quality.
Cut out wastage of straps.
Bring efficiency to operations and ensure your loads
are secure during transit or storage.
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Ergonomically designed to improve
comfort and efficiency of wrapping.
Operator walks forwards improving
wrapping speed.
No bending or stretching required
when wrapping, so reduces fatigue.
Ensures pallets are uniformly
wrapped and less film is wasted.
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STRETCH
WRAP

Pallet Wrap

Strapping

Hand Film

Polypropylene Strapping
15 different hand films.

Perfect for use with light and medium duty strapping tools.

Available in clear, blue,
black and printed, from
6mu -34mu.

Embossed to prevent splitting.
Best suited to light and medium applications.

High performance film.

Machine Film
Full range to suit all applications up to
400% stretch.
Available in clear, blue, black, white &
printed, from 8mu – 34mu.

Steel Strapping
Secure heavy, sharp edged or irregular loads.
Supplied in the three most popular widths on the
market -13,16 and 19mm.
High tensile strength.

Polyester Strapping
One of the strongest strapping products made from PET (polyester).

Mini Wrap / Spiral Wrap

Can be used with a machine or hand dispenser.

Mini stretch film rolls for
hand & machine
applications.
Available in printed and
plain.

Used in brick, lumber and textile industries due to excellent tension
properties.

Corded Strapping
Stronger than standard polypropylene (PP) and polyester (PET) strapping.
High strength corded strapping (non-woven polyester corded strapping).

Ventilated Stretch Film
Allows products to breathe and heat to
escape, eliminating the build-up of
condensation.
Ideal when product needs to freeze quickly
and to prevent the development of bacteria.

Printed Stretch
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Printed pallet wrap offers a
great opportunity to build and
advertise your brand and is the
ultimate tamper evident way to
protect your pallet loads.

Lighter and more user friendly alternative to steel strapping.

Strapping Kits
Kite have strapping kits supplying
you with everything you need in one
single package.

Strapping Tools
Kite also offer a wide range of tools
for steel, polypropylene, corded
and polyester strapping ensuring the
strapping is sealed and tensioned
correctly.
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Specialist Tapes
Duct Tape

Secure
Cable Ties

Durable and tear resistant.
The ideal product for indoor and outdoor applications.
All-round solution for temporary repairs and quick fixes due to its ability to
hold, seam, seal and bundle.

Standard or releasable nylon plastic strong cable ties available.
Available in 2 colours - black or natural.
Range of varying lengths for different requirements.

Cross Weave Tape
High tack, strong with high tear resistance.

Layflat Tubing

Heavy duty, ideal for heavy pallet loads.

Available in clear or black.

Made with reinforced glass fibres to give extra tensile
strength.

A wide range of thicknesses and sizes.
Seal with a heat sealer, ties, stables or tape.
Cut to any length required.

Lane Marking Tape
High quality self-adhesive diagonal lane marking
tape, also known as hazard marking tape allows users
to quickly and effectively identify and mark internal
surfaces.

Tip: A well-known customer of Kite had an innovative use for their polythene

lay flat tubing - as a temporary drain pipe, demonstrating how specific products
can be of use in a variety of different ways to meet demand.

Vermiculite
Aluminium Foil Tape
Kite’s solvent aluminium foil tape offers the qualities
of aluminium. Commonly used within the construction
industry, it is waterproof, very tough and is used for
heavy duty requirements.

Mix with cement to make a lightweight concrete, or
with gypsum to create plaster.
Used as insulation for lofts and to fill cavities, due to its
low density and good insulation properties.
Used in Aga cookers as insulation to maintain high
temperatures.

Custom Logo Tape
An easy and cost effective way to build your
brand.
Choose polypropylene or PVC/Vinyl in a 1, 2
or 3 colour logo.
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For filtering waste water and absorbing hazardous
liquids for disposal.
Used in plaster to fire-proof steel beams, columns and
floors.
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Heavy Duty Protection

Heat Shrinking Equipment
Kite Packaging Heat Shrink Gun

Heavy Duty Poly Bags
The large clear plastic bags are commonly used by builders merchants
for bulky materials.

Kite’s best value heat shrink gun is ideal when keeping
to a budget.

400 gauge thick (100 micron) to offer superior strength
and high clarity.

Ergonomically designed to fit comfortably into the
user’s hand.

Available in a number of different sizes, ranging from 6”
to 48” in length.

Ideal tool when users have high volume throughput.

Ripack 2200
Heat Shrink and Pallet Top Covers
Specifically designed for covering full pallets, Kite’s pallet
shrink covers offer a quick and easy method for securing
and protecting pallet loads against moisture, dust and
theft. They can be used with Kite’s heat shrink gun range.
Pallet top covers, or dust sheets, sit on top of the pallet to
protect palletised goods from the elements of dirt/dust.

Heavy Duty Grip Seal Bags
Manufactured from low-density polyethylene and ideal for a
range of heavy duty items.
Improved puncture resistance when compared to standard clear
polythene grip-seal bags.

Safe, efficient and easy to use.
Features a cool nozzle to prevent risk of burning.
Large flame area to enable fast and effective shrinking.

Ripack 3000
The Ripack 3000 boasts a quick ignition change.
Features cool nozzle technology and the nozzle also
rotates 360 degrees.
15% more powerful that the Ripack 2200 meaning
you use less energy.

Strong grip seal closure means simple and secure opening
and closing.

Ripack Extension Wands
Correx Sheets
For use on a pallet or as intermediate layers to
stabilise a load. Our range of white Correx layer
pads are waterproof, lightweight and used to
provide greater stability without increasing the
weight of the load unit.
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The perfect addition to the Ripack 2200 & 3000 propane
heat shrink gun range.
Simplify the shrinking of pallets or products that sit high such
as planes, ships and other similar sized objects and curved
items that can be wrapped in shrink film.
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Plastic Pallets & Boxes
Attached Lid Containers
Attached Lid Contai

Perfect re-usable or multi-trip packaging
solution.
Allows for up to 10% greater vehicle
efficiency.
Lids secure in a verticle line when nested.
Suitable for a range of industries.

Bags and Sacks
Woven Sacks
Especially for heavy duty use - building materials, rubble and
metal.
Incredibly strong and hard wearing.

FIBC Storage Bags
Strong lifting loops for easy transportation with a forklift or
crane.
Offer superior strength - up to 1 tonne capacity.

Rubble Sacks
Plastic Pallet Boxes
Created as an end-to-end transit system.
Eliminates the need for pallets.

Sturdy sacks made from strong LLDPE - known as ‘builders
sacks’.
Excellent tear resistance for sharp or heavy items.

Ideal for bulk movement.

Pallets
We offer a full range of pallets including timber
pallets, plastic pallets, corrugated pallets and
presswood pallets.
Timber Pallets: A sturdy base for heavy loads
Plastic Pallets: A hygienic, re-usable solution
Corrugated Pallets: Strong, lightweight alternative
to wooden and plastic pallets
Presswood Pallets: An environmentally-friendly
alternative to timber – stackable, recyclable,
lightweight, and suitable for exporting globally.
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All of our pallets can be used with forklifts and
pallet trucks.

Refuse Sacks
A wide range of refuse sacks/compactor sacks
to suit all requirements. Choose from black
rubbish sacks for residential use, clear bin bags
for office use or our specialised bin liners such as
wheelie bin liners.

Polythene Rolls
Ideal for protection, storage or transit and used predominately in the building
and removals industry.
Light duty – Ideal for protecting floors when decorating.
Medium duty – Greater floor protection and general wrapping for storage and
transit.
Extra heavy duty polythene – Often called “builders polythene,” these strong
rolls offer exceptional puncture and burst resistance.
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Your UK Packaging Partners
• Branches servicing the UK
• Bespoke solutions
• Packaging technologists
History and Ethos
Kite was founded from scratch
in 2001 with a unique vision - To be the premier
packaging supplier in the UK with a philosophy of
employee-ownership. At Kite we believe that “customer
satisfaction matters so much more when you own the business”.
National Key Accounts
Kite has a dedicated team of senior key account
managers who look after both single and multi-site accounts.
In-Box Team
Void fill/Dunnage is a complex area with pack velocity, cost, customer perception
and the environment all critical factors. Our team can help and advise.
Load Retention Team
The safe movement of palletised loads is business-critical and often expensive.
This dedicated team of engineers can carry out scientific audits to ensure
safety and minimise costs.
Creative Pack Design Team
Kite’s creative pack design team will provide you with a range
of bespoke solutions to suit your specific requirements. They specialise
in pack re-design, focusing on benefits such as cost reduction, improved
performance and protection, reduction in damages and reduced pack
weight.
Packaging Regulations
Kite’s compliance division (Kite Environmental Solutions) advises a
huge range of member-customers helping them to understand,
assess and comply with their obligations.

02476 420065
kitepackaging.co.uk

